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What were the instructor's major strengths?

Comments

A really nice and approachable person who is willing to help.

Good at explaining and doing problems

Enthusiasm

Good at working through problems and explaining concepts.

Near perfect understanding of all concepts and how to properly teach them so as to provide students with a similar
level of understanding.

Clever

Very cool and very good at making the material interesting.

Cezar was very approachable and it was very obvious that he has an affinity for mathematics. He is very enthusiastic
about Calculus and will often get really excited when going through a problem. The instructor created very fair quizzes.

enthusiasm for the subject, answered questions well, fair grader and went over hard examples

Enthusiastic. Knowledgeable.

Helpful at explaining problems and fair quiz grader

Ability to convert difficult concepts in a very straightforward manner. Friendliness.

He cared about the students

What were the instructor's major weaknesses?

Comments

Got off task from time to time.

Doesn't do problems related to what was taught in class

Organization

Didn't always seem to prepare examples/questions ahead of time.

None. Give this man the full time job he deserves.

Late for class
Easy examples
Low efficiency

He could be late at times.

Cezar could go on tangents at times where he would talk about a very obscure calculus problem. The problem would
often be an outier example and wouldn't really help for a test/quiz. I guess it really isn't a bad thing per se because the
problems were usually interesting but they didn't really help my grade in the long run.

hard to follow logic sometimes and ran out of time to cover the examples

Focus on one subject too heavily and others would be left out.

None
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What aspects of this course were most beneficial to you?

Comments

The ability to ask questions twice a week in recitation instead of having the computer lab was better in my opinion.

Doing practice test questions

Outside class reviews held by this TA.

This recitation provided me with a level of understanding deeper than what I earned in lecture and much deeper than
what my other recitations provided

Math lab

Examples shown that expanded on the material in an interesting way.

Cezar would give in-class examples every week which would help for his quizzes which were very fair. The quizzes
helped for exam preparation and were a great grad boost.

going over hard examples, especially with polar/spherical/cylindrical coordinates

Being able to do example problems and clarification of lecture.

Going over practice problems

Advancing my knowledge in mathematics as well as expanding the scope of problems I am now able to solve via
mathematics.

What suggestions do you have to improve the course?

Comments

Should do more than 2 or 3 problems during recitation

More communication between lecture teacher and recitation teacher

Be more consistently prepared.

None

Be on time

None.

Cezar would come late to class sometimes but I can't really blame him because the buses can be erratic at times. With
that being said, he could try and catch some earlier buses.

Try to cover a broader range of the content discussed in lecture.

Maybe have quizzes every other week so there is more time to review in recitation

More problems in applications. For example using divergence theorem to evaluate the Flux of an electric field or Stoke's
theorem to find the circulation of a magnetic field.
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